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No Library?
No Problem!

Building communities of readers online
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A BRITISH CURRICULUM SCHOOL IN DUBAIContext
Hartland International School is in Dubai.  It opened in 2015 and now 
has approximately 650 students from FS1 – Year 10 who come from 
over sixty different countries.  Lessons are based on the National 
Curriculum for England.  The school has three libraries: one for 
Primary, one for Secondary and a small Staff Library.  Most of the 
books are in English, but there is a significant Arabic section and a 
smaller collection of books in Mandarin, French and Spanish.  As a 
new school, we are working on embedding reading for pleasure and 
building a community of readers from the ground up, and it is 
generally understood to be a vital part of raising attainment and 
standards across the school.

I have run a Teachers’ Reading Group for two years for teachers from 
our school and others across the city.  Just as we were getting to the 
really exciting part of our work, when we were seeing results from the 
projects we had started, all the schools in Dubai were closed to 
prevent the spread of Covid-19.  We are now in Week 5 of 14 of online 
learning, and we have readjusted to this new way of life we find 
ourselves in.  The school uses Microsoft Teams and Zoom to deliver 
online lessons, and the great majority of lessons are ‘live’.

This Example of Practice has been written to document the ways in 
which we have adapted to our new situation to continue to develop a 
RfP culture across the school. 

We have not been allowed in to the school since 2nd April, when I was 
able to collect a desktop computer, printer and a very small selection 
of books.  Teachers were able to take a selection of books from the 
Library before 24 hour lockdown was imposed four weeks ago.

P r im ary  L ib rary



BUILDING COMMUNITIES OF READERS ONLINE

OU Research and Rationale
When online learning began on 22nd March, the priority was to ensure that our students were able to use the software, 
access the resources and re-establish their connections with their class and their teacher.

As the Librarian, I was marooned in a small, fusty office in my house, away from the rooms and their contents which 
defined my role.  How would I continue to develop an RfP culture without the children in the library, physically in front 
of me?

I focused on the following findings from the OU’s Teachers as Readers (TaRs):

3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:
• Social reading environments
• Reading aloud
• Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive.

The usual model of physically creating these opportunities spaces inside the school environment has been turned on its 
head, and we have had to engage with our students in our homes and create virtual communities through our online 
learning platform. 

With the formality of a traditional school environment now gone, we’ve been presented with an opportunity to engage 
with the children in their own home environment while the teachers are in their own homes, and therefore to work on 
the ‘reciprocity’ of reading, of engaging in a more informal way with children about reading.  (See Chapter 8: Reader 
Relationships within and beyond school. in Cremin et al. 2014)



Aims
1. ACCESS
First and foremost, we needed to ensure that the children had access to books, stories and poetry.  As a transient, expat community, many of our students 
have limited access to books, and although children had borrowed books from the Library before the school closure was announced, we were not expecting it 
to last for so long, so they may only have one or two library books with them.  As the whole city has been in 24 hour lockdown, access to bookshops is 
impossible.

2. READING ALOUD
The importance of reading aloud has often been underestimated, despite the research showing that, “there is much evidence that expressive reading aloud is 
considered to be one of the most important things a parent can do to give a child a good start in school and even in life”.  Kimberly Safford noted that there 
had to be “a genuine shift in thinking of teachers to consider reading aloud as a key pedagogic and professional practice, although there is considerable 
evidence that reading aloud to children enables them to process challenging context, text features and vocabulary” (Cremin et al. 2014. p.94).  Here is an 
opportunity to read aloud to children more often than I would be able to in school, where every class has only one timetabled Library lesson a week.

3. CHOICE
It was extremely important that the children were able to choose the books we read.  Given the lack of control that we are all facing in all aspects of our day to 
day life, maintaining some small element of control over the books they listen to is vital.  The element of choice is an integral part of the TaR research, and it 
was something that I had been introducing in our Library lessons in school.

4. COMMUNITY
The lack of social interaction has been hard for everyone, especially for our children who rely on their friendships in this expat community perhaps differently 
than they might in their home countries where family and other support networks would be more established.  It was important to us as a school to build a 
connected community, and the Live Streaming feature of Microsoft Teams has allowed us to include large parts of the community in shared activity – PE,  
Library and Assemblies being the most regular of these. It is important to me that this situation is not seen as a ‘second best’, merely a treading water exercise 
until normality resumes, but that the opportunities it presents are embraced and exploited so that real gains and lasting changes can be made which will 
continue to pay dividends long after the school closure ends.  The opportunities to create much closer, informal reading relationships and build communities 
of readers involving the parents, staff and children are unprecedented and these must be seized upon – there is still much to do! 

5. PICTURE BOOKS
I have a visualiser and a desktop computer, and have bought myself a proper microphone, so this seemed like a wonderful opportunity to explore picture 
books with all the year groups in Primary and lower KS3.  The work of Simon Smith (@smithsmm), Jon Biddle (@jonnybid) and others has been instrumental 
in my passion for picture books for all.



Outline
During Library Live! sessions, I read aloud, with a visualiser, 
streamed live three times a day, four days a week to Years 
1&2, Years 3&4, Years 5&6 for 15 minutes via Microsoft 
Teams.

I created a (rather 70s!) ‘branding’ in Adobe Illustrator 
Photoshop and Premiere for the announcement headers in 
Microsoft Teams which were edited for individual groups, 
depending on what we were reading. The timings of 
Library Live! have been consistent and have only changed 
recently to reflect our new, shorter Ramadan timetable.  
The intro video was intended to be the start of each 
session, but sadly the sound doesn’t work in the Live 
Stream. These announcements are posted every morning 
across each class team. 

Every day, a short Survey Monkey is posted in the Library 
Channel on each Class Team, so they can choose which 
book we will read.  Their choices are from four categories: 
Old, New, Non Fiction and Boo! (Mrs Grieve’s choice).  I 
started by making a pdf with a summary of the book 
choices but quickly realised that this was (as a friend aptly 
put it) like juicing a raisin – hugely time consuming with 
little value – few people were reading it.  I now write a very 
short blurb on the SurveyMonkey form.  

Library Live!

Library Live! Headings for Microsoft Teams

A still from the Library Live! intro made in Adobe Premiere Pro 

Example of a pdf Book Choices blurb 
Example of a Survey Monkey voting form for Years 3&4

Example of a Microsoft Teams announcement



With no access to the school library, I have been plundering my own 
bookshelves at home for the book choices – and luckily there is no 
shortage to choose from.  

As we started, I wasn’t sure how I would find enough illustrated 
books that would engage the Year 5 & 6 audience; I was keen to 
read books over a few days or weeks as continuity was important.  
We started with a few stories from the Carnegie shortlists Tales from 
the Inner City by Shaun Tan, and then The Legend of Sally Jones by 
Jakob Wegelius.  This was a resounding success, and universally 
loved; the fast pace of the story and the rich illustrations were 
perfectly suited to the daily 15 minute slot.  When this finished, the 
children voted for my surprise choice, which was The Magic Place
by Chris Wormell.  It’s been another hugely popular book with the 
right amount of drama, suspense, pace and emotion.

Years 3 & 4 have read fewer episodic books – the most popular 
being Ottoline and the Yellow Cat by Chris Riddell – and their 
choices have not always been predictable – but often given the 
choice between three covers and a mystery book have chosen the 
mystery book.

I have also often read a riddle from Roger Steven’s I am a Jigsaw for 
them to ponder over – it ‘s a good way to have two way 
conversations on the Library channel – and they love it – often 
complaining when I don’t give them one!

Years 1&2 have almost always chosen ‘Boo!’ – their curiosity at what 
the surprise might be always triumphing over the books they can 
see.

Library Live! Year 1 & 2 ‘Boo’ books – Mrs Grieve’s choice Year 3 & 4 ‘Boo’ books – Mrs Grieve’s choice
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Books that won the vote… … and books that haven’t 



I was wondering how I could read more novels and short 
stories to the children without having to record an audio 
file or podcast, and so they didn’t have to sit a watch me 
reading through a screen.

The answer was in a collaboration with the art department; 
by making use of the technology, we were able to stream a 
live film of our art teacher illustrating a story which I read 
live from my desk in another part of the city. Children 
joined in and drew alongside her – some copying her 
drawing, others interpreting it in their own ways.

With her permission, I read Hilary McKay’s retelling of 
Cinderella from her book Straw Into Gold, and on a 
Wednesday afternoon, after formal school finished, I read 
while Mrs Payn painted for half an hour.  The success of 
this event was overwhelming, and we will be repeating it 
every fortnight.

Picture a Story



As we started our online schooling journey, we were unsure how to give children access to books without breaking any copyright laws.  However, it was clear that some children 
were unable to tune into the Live Stream because of connectivity problems, or timing clashes.  I started filming myself reading picture books which I then edited in Adobe Premiere 
Pro (after some very hasty online masterclasses courtesy of our marketing team and YouTube).  This way, I was able to make the pictures higher quality than they are being 
streamed live via the visualiser, and I was able to add sound effects and captions to bring the story to life in a way that I was not able to during the Live sessions.  These films are 
only available for a short period of time on our internal school system, and are deleted after 30 days to ensure that we remain within the copyright regulations.  We are also keeping 
records of all the books that we read to give to the publishers when all this is over.

The benefit of these stories is that they can be replayed during the time they are available to the pupils, and can be watched whenever they want; I have had reports of them being 
listened to at bedtime or before a nap in the afternoon.  I have particularly enjoyed learning how to use Adobe Photoshop and Premiere Pro, although I am not sure whether the 
length of time it takes me to create them is directly proportional to the time it takes to watch them!

These videos have also been used by class teachers for English lessons.  

Recorded Stories



Book Club
Before the school closure, we were looking forward to starting our Carnegie and 
Greenaway Awards Shadowing clubs.  Last year I had run an after school club for 
Primary and Secondary students in a very lowkey way, and it was something I was 
looking forward to building on this year.  With the advent of Corona, we had to find 
another way to run the programme.

Our online school finishes in the afternoon at 2.15, and then some after school 
enrichment groups were advertised to children and their parents.  31 children 
asked to join, and this week saw the first meeting of the Year 1-3 Book Club and the 
Year 4-6 Book Club.  Despite it now being Ramadan, and our school hours being 
shorter, their enthusiasm for it has been infectious.

I have all the books with me in my office, and with the help of the visualiser, we will 
be reading all the Greenaway shortlisted books and an excerpt from one or two of 
the Carnegie books.  

The difficulty is going to be ensuring that they do not spend too much time on 
screen, while maintaining and nurturing the reciprocal reading relationships 
between us all.

Two responses to Tales from 
the Inner City by Shaun Tan 
from two members of the Year 
4-6 Book Club 



Impact
PUPIL FEEDBACK

The attendance figures show a reasonably consistent engagement, and it 
is interesting to note that when there is a sudden dip in figures, it is as a 
result of a change of time, or other one off events occurring at the same 
time.  
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Library Live! Attendance Data

Year 5/6 Year 3/4 Year 1/2

209 people tuned in to the Picture a Story live stream, with another 11 
watching the recording.

DATA ANALYSIS
One of the drawbacks of the Live Streaming is there can be no two way 
conversation between me and the children watching – they can’t talk 
back, and I can’t see them.  However, their engagement on the Library 
channel in the Class Team is unanimously positive and enthusiastic, with 
many having conversations about how excited they are for the next 
installment, or to find out which book has been chosen.

Feedback from parent teacher meetings and pupil teacher meetings 
have been positive too:

“So many parents were so complimentary of your library sessions. They said their children 
love them and the parents also enjoy listening to your story telling too. M’s dad said that M 
and A sit so closely to listen to you that they would get into the laptop if they could! 
V’s dad made a special mention to the art and drawing enrichment as did other parents. He 
said his daughters (Year 1 and Year 5…I think!) were mesmerised by it and it was a wonderful 
idea.” Year 1 Class Teacher

“From these conversations with the children 14 out of the 19 children in 4T said that Library 
with Mrs Grieve was one of their favourite things about Online Learning.
One child who is rather active and is always on the move loves that he can put on his 
headphones and ‘escape for that 20mins”. It is one part of the day he never misses.
Another child who has English as her second language has benefitted so much from this story 
time. She was able to summarise the book for me that Mrs Grieve read last week in no more 
than five sentences. It, too is her favourite time of the day. 
Thank you Mrs Grieve for the way you deliver these stories and the fun element you put into 
them. I look forward to them myself!”  Year 4 Class Teacher

When asked what she enjoyed most about online learning, A said “Library Live! And I want to 
join the library club too. You get to zone out and relax and you can see the pictures well. I 
loved being in the library at school but we were always squashed together and we couldn’t 
always see the pictures well. We are reading much better books and Mrs Grieve gives us lots of 
options.”  Year 3 pupil



Reflections
There have been many things which have surprised and inspired me as we instigated this new system of online learning.

It is clear that the Library Live! sessions are a popular addition to the online school day. For many, it is a time to curl up on the sofa, get comfortable and get 
lost in a story; it provides a welcome distraction and a much needed escape from the peculiarities and worries of this unfamiliar and worrying time. Much has 
been written about the importance of children’s literature in building empathy, however I would argue that in this current lockdown situation, children seem 
to be responding much more to stories which offer an escape from their situation or which themselves offer some sort redemption or salvation; the books 
which have elicited the most vocal response have been The Legend of Sally Jones, The Magic Place, The Secret Sky Garden, Extra Yarn, Jeremiah Jellyfish Flies 
High and Little Red Reading Hood. I started this online learning determined to expose the children to books that they may not have chosen to read 
themselves, to give them access to literature, vocabulary and themes that were perhaps more sophisticated than they would read themselves, however I 
quickly understood that this venture was not the place to be experimenting with reading The Wind in the Willows or other literary classics – what this called 
for was fast paced, exciting, illustrated books which offered a haven from the world outside.

If – when - I have the time to take this research further, I would be interested to look into the role of physical space and geographical location on the 
connections that the children make with the books we read while they are at home. Alison Waller’s fascinating book Rereading Childhood Books: A Poetics, 
she writes that “the pleasures of reading in bed link remembered books to intimate spaces of comfort or illness and to a prone position of seeming passive 
consumption” and I wonder whether the books listened to through headphones and watched through a screen during this extended period of lockdown will 
lay down similar indelible memories. When taken with the TaR research into creating reading communities that go beyond the walls of the classroom, there 
must be some interesting conclusions that can be drawn – and I am sure that more work can be done to capitalise on this unique time when the public space 
of the school blurs into the private space of home through the screen.

I had underestimated the lure of the surprise in the book choices; the TaRs research stresses the value and importance of choice when developing an RfP
culture in school, and I was determined to allow the children to choose the book I read to them – something that I hadn’t often (to my shame) done in the 
Library lessons in school. The innate curiosity of the children to find out what the mystery book would be meant that I began, particularly with Year 1 & 2, to 
choose books in the Old, New and Non Fiction categories that I was less keen to read (and knew would be the ones that wouldn’t appeal as much to them), 
and saving my favourites as a surprise – which of course only served to reinforce their desire to have the mystery book. The older year groups were more able 
to be objective, although still the majority of votes cast were for Boo! During Ramadan I have adopted a new voting system: Year 1& 2 now have four mystery 
books – Old, New, Non-Fiction and Boo! – but to my surprise Boo! won again, despite having all the books as a mystery. Given that we have another 9 weeks 
ahead of us, I will be experimenting further and coming up with new voting systems to keep things interesting for them (and me).

I attended an SLA webinar given by Alec Williams about storytelling – but to a live audience; it made me realise that it is even more important to moderate and 
change my voice as I read over the pictures from the visualiser and to create the space for the story to exist without using my physical presence.



Where Next?
The area of the school which I have not spent enough time with is the Secondary school; their lessons are all live, and take up a great deal of their day and I 
am keen not to bombard them with yet more online books, resources and activities. I gave a presentation in the Secondary Assembly where I introduced my 
‘Use Your Ears, Rest your Eyes’ campaign to introduce them to audio books (I think some work is need on the slogan!). Audible Stories is a good place to start, 
but many of those books will not appeal to our group of students; I have plans to record a podcast which they can access in small fifteen minute episodes 
while they are relaxing after a full day of online school. I will also start a Secondary Book Club to shadow the Carnegie Award.

I would like to engage parents more in our online reading community, however given the enormous of work that they are having to do with their children, I do 
not want to ask them to do yet another thing! However, there will be lots of interesting work that could be done with parents talking about their memories of 
their ‘reading spaces’ when they were children.

A paper in The Reading Teacher called ‘Power in Pictures: How a Schoolwide Photo Library Can Build a Community of Readers and Writers’ caught my eye, and 
I think this might be an interesting project to start during this time of Corona – and may be a good way to include our parent body. We would ask the children 
to add to an image bank of experiences and memories of ‘Hartland @ Home’ which could be used as writing prompts and a way to document these 
extraordinary times when we are back at school.

The Book Clubs have proven to be more popular than they might be at school: Year 5 & 6 boys have asked to join which would be very unusual at school, and I 
am keen to capitalise on this new found engagement with books and reading. The informal chats on Zoom have been more successful than I would have 
expected, but it is clear that many of them are there because they just love listening to stories. This is clear evidence of the importance of reading aloud, of 
‘the affective impact of reading to ‘reassure, to entertain, to bond, to inform or explain, to arouse curiosity, to inspire’ (Trelease, 2013:04 quoted in Cremin et 
al. 2014) and only serves to underline my determination to instigate daily class read alouds when we are back in school.

When we get back to school and some semblance of normal life resumes again, I will be re-evaluating the role of our library sessions, and will make sure that 
there is a read aloud part of each session for all year groups in the Primary school. I will ensure that I have a visualiser and a big screen when I read picture 
books to ensure that everyone can see the pictures clearly and easily in whatever position they chose to sit or lie; the pleasure in being able to curl up with the 
pictures clearly visible on screen has been highlighted by quite a few children, and although it is not for every session, it would certainly help engage those 
who find listening hard.



In conclusion
1. ACCESS and 2. READING ALOUD
The lack of physical books, and the concern about the length of time children are spending on screen during school closure has meant that we have had to be 
creative about how we interpret  Reading for Pleasure.  It has allowed us to focus on the vital but often neglected pedagogical practice of reading aloud and 
listening, and reminding ourselves “how it is an externalised model for silent, independent reading ‘in your head’ – modelling to children how a book should 
sound and feel, helping them to hear ‘the tune on the page’ (Barrs and Cork, 2000) and helping them develop expressive reading and the music of language in 
their own heads.” (Cremin et al. 2014.94).  Of course, children are still reading books, and we have various eBook sites available to them, but this situation has 
presented us with an opportunity like no other – to immerse the children in the practice of listening to stories, and to develop their concentration and 
listening skills. We now need to develop a way to measure the impact that this has in the long term.

3. CHOICE
The daily voting for book choices does not only allow children to think about and choose what they would like to listen to, it creates a way for us to connect 
through messages on the Library Channel about whether they enjoyed the book, which one they would like to listen to and to talk to their friends about their 
own reading choices.  

The free access offered to schools by eBook and audio book providers like Sora Overdrive, Follett, Epic and Audible have allowed us to broaded the scope of 
what we can make available to children to read and listen to independently.  

4. COMMUNITY
The live streaming of the reading aloud sessions has been crucial to establishing a real time connectivity with the school community; there is a huge 
psychological benefit to knowing that we are all engaged in the same activity at the same time.  Teresa Cremin talked in the Birmingham RfP conference in 
2019 about how, when we are reading aloud, we create a space in which the story exists, floating between the listeners, created and spun by the narrator but 
independent of it, and I love thinking about how even though we are physically not together, this remains true; we are connected not just through the 
computer, but inside the story on a totally different plane.

5. PICTURE BOOKS
It has been interesting to watch authors and illustrators reading their books online and see the different techniques that they use; some, like Oliver Jeffers, 
describe the pictures, add commentary and thoughts as they go along and draw the reader in by narrating not just the text, but their own story – an audio 
paratext, if you like.  Others, like Mac Barnett, read the book but bring the story to life by involving the reader in familiar and easy conversation around the 
book.  The quality of the image when beamed via a visualiser through the ether to a screen is not nearly as clear and sharp as it is in in real life, so I have been 
experimenting with different audible commentaries as I read the book – while ensuring it doesn’t turn into a ‘lesson’!
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